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before the American :tvfetrolo;;ical Society, December 30, 1892, 
hy the Preside nr, Dr. B. A. Gould. 

po55ible in which the fluid is divided into two parts by a surface 
of disconlinuiry propagating itself with cons! ant velocity, all the 
fluid on one side of the surface of discontinuity being in one uni· 
form condition as to density •and velocity, and on the other side 
a second uniform condition in the same respects. After quoting 
Lore! Rayleigh's criricisms the author shows that the same oujec-

1 tion applies when the velocity and density on either side of the 
surface may vary continuously in the direction of propagation, 
and the velocity of propagation of the surface of discontinuity is 
also allowed to va ry. In each case the assumed mol ion violates 
the condition of energy, and can only exist under that special 
law of pressure for which progressive waves are of accuratdy 
permanent type. Inquiry is then made as to what becomes of 
waves of finite amplitude after discontinuity sets in (which con· 
clition must always occur with plane waves), in the course of 
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Poisson's law of large numbers, by P. :Mansion. -·On the influence 
of time upon the mode of formation of the meni,cus at the tern· 
perature of transformation, hy P. de Heen. Tf a sealed gla'S 
tube is partly filled with carbonic acid in the liquid state, and 
then bea:cr! slightly above the crir ical tern perature, 1 he meniscus 
forming 1 he surface of separal ion gradually di s:tppears until all 
the liquid is converted into vapour. But for some time after 
this has taken place the density of the substance above the 1 

surface of separation is less than that l•elow, as may he seen by 
the appearance of a generating line. Jf the tube i< withdrawn 1 

from the wat er bath at 33", the formation of a small cloud is oh- · 
served in the region where the meniscus disappeared, and the 
latter is gradually reproduced in the same place. phenome
non is not observed when the tube is inverted, or l<ept at 33° for 
24 hours, thus allowing the two constituents to mix by dilfus ion . 
-Two ex perimental verif1cati ons relaling to crystalline refrac
tion by J. Verschaffelt.- Crystallographic nol c on the axinit e 
of Quenast, hy A. Francie 

which it is pointed out that the front of an air disturbance 
produced by a moving source which starts impulsivdy, travels 
fasrer than the source, even if the velocity of the source exceeds 
that of feeble sounds. A mechanical analogy suggests that a dis· 
sipative production of heat takes place when discontinuity occurs. 
In all cases Riemann had assumed that the pressure is a funcrion 
of density only according to the isothermal or adiabatic law, and 
thus failed to take account of any heat which may be dissi
patively produced. Part II. of the paper deals w1th sphe1ical 
waves, and contains a mathematical investigation into the con
ditions under which the motion remains continuous or becomes 
discontinuous. The criterion is found in the finirude or 
infinitude of a certain integral. It is shown that if viscosity be 
neglected, then undn any practica lly possible law of pressure 
the motion in spherical sound waves always becomes discon
tinuous. For waves diverging in four dimensions some ca,es 
occur in which the motion remains continuous. The general 
question of spherical sound waves of fmite amplirude is then 
treated of, and the paper concludes with a method of finding 
the differential equation of an infinitesimal s pherical disturbance 
which is superposed on a purely radial steady motion. Prof. 
A. S. Herschel inquired whether the nature of the solu1ion for 
plane waves of finite amplitude was similar to that for ordinary 
waves-motion? In the latter case everything depended on the 
instantaneous impulses, for these alone determine<! the nature of 
the wave. The President said Mr. Boys' experiments on flying 
bullets might have some bearing on Dr. Burton's paper. It the 
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Physical Society, Fehru<. ry 24.-Prof. A. W. Riicker, 
F.R.S., Pre.side nt, in the chair.-Mr. Everett, junr., read a paper 
on a new and handy focometer, by Prof. J. D. Everett, F.R.S., 
and exhibit ed the instrument described. The focometer is con · 
structed on the principle of the '' Lazy tongs," and so arranged 
that the distance between the object and screen can be varied 
whilst the lens is 3Utomatically kept midway between the two. 
This gives sharpest rlefinition and the simplest calculation. The 
lazy tong' has eight cells, formed by eighteen bars 13" x f' x t", 
and is capable of being <ext end ed to about .eight feet, or closed 
up to abo ll one foot. Bra,s. pins about f' diameter and one and 
half inches long project upward from each joint in the middle 
row, and serve as supports for clips carrying the len£, object, and 
screen. The instrument can be used for any lens whose focal 
length lie$ between twenty-four inches and one inch or less. 
Details respec ting the most appropriate objects and screens, and 
practical hin ts >tbout !he working of the instrument are given in 
the paper. The question of what accuracy is obtainable is also 
briefly discussed.--Mr. A. Hilger thought the instrument was 
too flexible to be used for accurate work.-Mr. Blakesley sug
gested that by using a plan e mirror close behind the lens the 
light would be reflected back, and the length of the focometer 
could be rcducecl by one-half.-The President thought l'rof. 
Everett neve r intended the instrument to compete, as regards 
accuracy, with the elaborate and expensive apparatus now used, 
but nevertheless the focometer was a very valuable one, es
pecially for students' work, and was particularly well adapted to 
impress upon th em the facts relating to conjugate foci.-A paper 
on a hydrodynamical proof of the equations of motion of a 
perforated solid, with applications to the motion of a fine frame
work in circulating liquids, by G. H. Bryan, M.A., was read by 
Dr. C. V. Burton. The object of the paper, which is a mathe
matical one, is to show how the equations may be deduced 
directly from the pressure-equation of hydrodynamics, without 
having recourse to the lahorious method of '' ignoration "of co
ordinate;. The results are applied to determine the motion of a light 
framework of wires. vVhen the framework has a single aperture 
it is shown !hat no fo rce produces motion in it s own direction, 
and no couple produces rotation about its own axis. 1n the case 
of a fine massless circular ring the direction o f whose axis is 
taken as the axi; of x, a constant force along the axis of J' pro· 
duces uniform rotation about the axis of z, .1nd a constant couple 
about the axis of J' produces uniform translation along the a.xis 
of z. In conclusion the author states that the results might be 
made to furnish mechanical explanations of certain physical 
phenomena. The President said the author had done good service 
by attacking the diflicult problem by elementary methods. 
-Dr. C. \" . Burton made a communication on plane and 
spherical sound-waves of finite amplitude. The first part of 
the paper refers to plane waves. This subject had been con· 
sidered l•y 1\iemann, but Lord Rayleigh had critici>ed that part ' 
of Riemann 's work, where it i; held that a state of motion is 
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1 conclusions there stated were correct, then the velocity of the 
air in front of a bullet should he greater than that of rhe bullet, 
even if the latter was travelling faster than ordinary sound 
waves. Ile now asked Mr. Boys if his photographs gave any 
evidence of this. Mr. Boys said the fact that the photographs 
showed disturbances in front of the bullet proved that the dis
turbance travelled faster. 1n one case where a large bullet was 
moving at a velocity rather greater than that of ordinary sound 
in the medium, the front of the disturbance was about half an 
inch in advance of the bullet. In another instance where the 
bullet was smaller and the velocity greater, the distance which 
the disturbance was in advance of the bullet was somewhat less. 
in all cases, even when the velocity of the bullet was four times 
that of sound, the character of the effects remained the same. 
Dr. Burton replied to the points raised. 

!\larch ro.-Prof. A. vV. l{iicker, F.R.S., President, in the 
chair.-Dr. C. V. Burton read a paper on the applicability 
of Lagrange's equations of motion to a general class of pro
blems, with special reference to the motion of a perforated solid 
in a liquid. The paper shows that to apply Lagrange':; equa
tions it is not always necessary that the configuration of the 
system should be completely determined by the co ·ordinates, but 
that under certain conditions one need not consider whe ther rhe 
whole configuration is determined by the nature of the known 
co-ordinates, nor inquire what is the nature of the ignored co
ordinates. The result, which is arrived at by the aid of the 
" principle of least action," and the investigation given in 
Thomson and Tait's "Natural Philosophy," second edition, 
part i. 327, is expressed by the following proposition :-If the 
kinetic energy of a material sy,tem can be t xpressed as a 
homogeneous quacl.atic function of certain gtneralised velocities 

... only, the co·efficients being functions of If, cp, ..• 
only, and if this remains always true so long as the only forces 
and impulses are of types corresponding to If, cp, ... , 
the equations of motion for the co-mdinatt; If, cp, ... may 
be written down from this cxpre;sion {or tbe et,elg)' in accun1-
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ance with the Lagrangian rnle. The author then applies the 
proposition to the case of a perforated solid with liquid irrota
tionally circulating through the and shows how 
it may he extended to any num '>er of perforated solids. 
Incidentally it is mentioned that in equations (ro)v and (ro)vi 
(Thomson and Tait, part i. § 327) the sign of avjaljt should be 
reversed. A difficulty which arises in applying the result of 
§ 319, example G, in the same work, to the motion of solids 
through liquids is also referred to. A criticism by Mr. A. B. 
Basset on Mr. Bryan's recent paper and also on Or. Burton's 
paper was read by Mr. Elder. Mr. Basset regarrls the process 
employed by Mr. Bcyan in obtaining the equations of motion as 
a distinctly retrograde step, and thinks the most scientific way of 
dealing with dynamical problems is to avoid the unnecessary 
introduction of any unknown reactions. The advantages of the 
theory of the impulse are described by Mr. Basset, and the 
parts which require care when applying the theory to cyclic 
irrotational motion pointed out. Comparisons are then made as 
regards simplicity, between the different methods of treating the 
subject which have been used by Mr. Bryan, Prof. Lamh, and 
himself. With reference to Dr. Burton's paper he thinks it will 
tend to complicate rather than elucidate the subject. An account 
of how Lagrange's original equations had been modified hy 
Hamilton, Kauth, and himself is given at some length, and the 
advantages and power of the mixed transformation, which he 
had developed are pointed out. Prof. Henrici said he agreed 
with Mr. Basset in preferring the more general method, but 
thought the independent treatment of special problems as given 
by Mr. Bryan and Dr. Burton, very desirable. -Dr. Burton in 
reply said he concurred with Mr. Basset on some pointe, but 
thought it decidedly advantageous to look at problems 
from different points of view. The investigation he (Dr. 
Burton) had given was applicable to any number of 
solids, anrl on the whole simpler than Mr. Basset's. 
The President pointed out that no attack had been made on 
the validity or accuracy of Mr. Bryan's or Dr. Burton's work. 
As to simplicity of the various different opinions 
might be expected to exist. He himself thought it very desirable 
that such problems should he approached from different sides.
Prof. G. M. Minchin read a paper on the magnetic field of a 
circular current.-A paper on the differental equation of electric 
flow, by Mr. T. H. Blakesley, was postponed. 

Royal Microscopical Society, February 15.-Mr. A. D. 
Michael, President, in the chair.-Mr. E. M. Nelson 
exhibited a microscope made by Messrs. Watson, to which 
several novelties had been applied.-Mr. J. W. Lovibond read a 
note on the measurement of direct light by means of the tin to
meter. Mr. Nelson said that the wonderful results obtained hy 
the author by means of his instrument were perfectly surprising, 
It was, in fact, equal to discovering differences down to mil
lionths of a tint ; having had the pleasure of and using 
it he soon found that there was a very decided difference in the 
colour sensation of his own which until that time he had 
never suspected. It had done such marvels when applied 
to macroscopic purposes that he did not doubt it 
would do much also when applied to microscopic 
studies. - Mr. G. S. Marriott's form of mounting and 
dissecting s•and was exhihited and described by Mr. Nel
son.-Mr. T. F. Smith read a paper on the use of mono
chromatic yellow light in photomicrography.-Prof. F. J. Bell 
read a letter from Dr. II. G. Piffard bearing on the same sub
iect.-A paper descriptive of two species of rotifer> by Mr. J. 
Hood was also read by Prof. Bell.-Mr. Nelson read a paper 
on the chromatic curves of microscope objectives.-Dr. W. H. 
Dallinger "aid that Mr. Nelson was quite right in P'>inting out 
that unless we could devise for employing the shorter 
wave-lengths of the spectrum we had approached very near to 
the limits of visual possibility with the means at present at our 
disposal. But as to the belief expressed by Mr. Nelson that 
glass such as was used in our objectives was not transparent to 
the higher violet and ultra-violet ray>, and to some extent also 
to the blue, it must be remarked that there could be no doubt 
but that the figures of the lenses had much to do with this; it 
led them up to the consideration of the question as to what 
would be a suitable form and medium for lenses capable of 
allowing the higher rays to be used. There could be little 
doubt that all who believed in a future advantage in the use of 
monochromatic light foresaw that there must be lenses specially 
prepared for its use. They all knew now that they had reached 
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the limit of possibility so far as present materials were con· 
cerned; for if a lens could be made with a N. A. of 2 ·oo, there 
was no liquid medium to use with it, because no medium so 
employed would be tolerant of living or even organic substances. 
If, therefore, they could by some means use shortener! wave
lengths, they would have accomplished something extremely 
usefuL-The rest of the agenda was postponed in consequence 
of the lateness of the hour. 

Entomological Society, March 8.--Capt. Elwes, President, 
in the chair.-Herr Pastor \Vallengren, of Farhult, bei Hoganas 
Sweden, and Herr Hofrath Dr. Carl Brunner Von-\Vattenwyl, 
of Vienna, were elected Honorary Fellows of the Society to fill 
the vacancies in the list of Honorary Fellows cau,ed hy the 
death< of Prof. Hermann C. C. Burmeister and Dr. C"rl August 
Dohrn. -Dr. D. Sharp, F.R.S., exhihited a fine species of 
Enop!otrupes from Siam, which was believed to be new, and 
which he th,ught Mr. Lewis intended to describe under the 
name of E. principa!is. This insect has great power of making 
a noise, and the female seemed in this respect to surpass the 
male.-Mr. \V. F. H. Blandford said he wished to supplement 
the remarks which he made at the meeting of 'the Society on 
February 8 last, on the larva of R!zynclwphoru.r. He stated that 
he had since found that only the first seven pairs of abdominal 
stigmata were rudimentary. The posterior pair were well 
developed and displaced on to the dorsum of their segment, 
which was thickly chitinised, and bore a deep depression, on the 
margins of which the spiracles were situated. He added 
that dissection showed that the posterior pair were the 
principal agents of respiration.-Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher 
exhibited a long series of bred ZygtEna and Z. 
trzfot£i, hybrids of the first generation with the following 
parentage :-·Z. !onicertE, male-Z. tri(o!ii, female ; Z. tri(o!ii, 
male-Z. !onirertE, female; also hybrids of th! second genera
tion between Z. trifo!ii-hybrid, and Z. !onicertE-hybrid. He 
stated that many of the hybrids were larger than the parent 
species, and that some hybrids between Z. !onicertE and Z. 
filipendu!tE were the largest he had ever 'een. He added that 
ZygtEna meli!oti would not hy bridise with Z. lonicertE, Z. trifo!ii 
or Z. fi!ipmdtt!tE.-Mr. F. W. Frohawk exhibited a bred 
series of Vanessa atalanta, showing the amount of variation in 
the red band on the fore wings of the female.-Capt. Elwes 
exhibited a large number of specimens of Chrysop!zanus ph!tEas 
from various places in Europe, Asia, and North America, with 
the object of showing that the species is scarcely affected by 
variations of temperature, which was contrary to the opinion 
expressed by Mr. Merrifield in his recent paper on the effects 
of temperature on colouring. Mr. McLachlan, F.R S., 
Mr. A. J. Chitty, Mr. Bethune-Baker, Mr. Tutt, and Mr. 
Barrett, took part in the discussion which ensued.-Dr. Sharp 
read a paper entitled ''On Stridulating Ants.'' He said that 
examination revealed the existence in ants of the most perfect 
strirlulating or sound-producing organs yet discovered in insects, 
which are situated on the znd and 3rd segments of the abdomen 
of certain specie>. He was of opinion that the structures which 
Sir John Lubbock thought might be organs in 
Lasiusjlavus were not really such, but merely a portion of the 
general sculpture of the surface. Dr. Sharp said that the sounds 
produced were of the greatest delicacy, and Mr. Goss had been 
in communication with Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S., with the 
view of ascertaining whether the microphone would assist the 
human ear in the detection of sounds produced by ants. Mr. 
Preece had stated that the microphone did not magnify, but 
merely reproduced sound, and that the· only sounds made by 
ants which he had been abie to detect by means of the instru
ment were due to t!:J.e mechanical disturbance produced by the 
motion of the insects over the microphone. A long discussion 
enslted, in which the President, Canon Fowler, and Messrs. Cham
pion, McLachlan, Goss, Harnp>on, Barrett, Burns, and Jacoby, 
took part. -Mr. C. J. Gahan read a paper entitled " Notes on 
the Longicornia of Australia and Tasmania, Part I. ; including 
a list of the species collected by Mr. J. J. Walker, R.N." 

Geological Society,March8.-W. H. Hudleston, F.R.S., 
President, in the chair.-The following communications were 
read: -On the occurrence of boulders and pebbles from the glacial 
drift in gravels s •uth of the I hames, by Horace W. Monck ton. 
North of the Thames near London, the glacial drift consists 
largely of gravel, which is characterised by an abundance of 
pebbles of red quarttite and boulders of quartz and igneous 
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rock. With the exception of very rare boulders of quartz, the 
hill anu valley·glavels of the greater part of Kent, and 
Berkshire a re entirely free from these materials. The author 
points out that the river Thames is not, however, the actual 
southern boundary of the distribution of these glacial drift 
pebbles and bouluers, though the number of localities where 
they are found in gravels south of that river is few. The author 
describes or mentions several, of which the following are the 
n10>t important :-Tilehurst, Reading, Sonning, Bisham at 35 I 
feet above the sea, Maidenhead, Kingston, Wimhledon, and 
Dartford !Ieath.-On the plateau-gravel south of Reading, by 
0. A. Shrubsole. This paper contains observations on the 
gravel of the Easthampstead-Yately plateau. The constituent 
elements of the gravel are described, and the author notes 
pebbles of non-local material near Cesar's Camp, Easthamp
stead, on the Finchampstead Ridges, and at Gallows Tree Pit 
at the summit of the Chobham Ridges plateau. He mentions 
instances of s tones from the gravel of the plateau (described in 
the paper) which may bear marks of human workmanship. He 
furthermore argues that the inclusion of pebbles of non-local 
origin in the gravels may be due to submergence of the plateau 
up to a height of at least 400 feet above present sea-level, and 
cites other facts in support of this suggestion. He concludes 
that the precise age of the gravel can only be more or less of a 
guess, until the mode of its formation has been definitely ascer
tained. The reading of these papers was followed by a 
discus,ion, in which the President, Dr. Hicks, Mr. J. A. Brown, 
Prof. J. F. Blake, Mr. W. J. L. Abbott, Mr. Herries, Mr. 
Monckton, and Mr. Shrubsole took part.-/\ fossiliferous 
pleistocene deposit at Stone, on the Hampshire Coast, by 
Clement Reid. (Communicated hy permission of the Director
General of the Geological Survey.) This is practically a supple
ment to a paper on the pleistocene deposits of the Sussex 
coast, that appeared in the last volume of the Quarterly 
:Jozwna!. An equivalent of the mud-deposit of Seisey has now 
been discoven·d about twenty miles farther west, and from it 
have been obtained elephant-remains, and some mollusca and 
plants like those found at Selsey. Among the plants is a South 
European maple. Some remarks were made on the paper by 
the President, Dr. Hicks, and Mr. W. J. L. Aubott, and the 
author replied. 

Zoological Society, March 14. - Sir W. H. Fowler, F.R.S., 
President, in the chair.-The Secretary read a report on the 
additions that had been made to the Society's menagerie during 
the month of Fehruary, 1893, and called attention to two terrapins 
procured on Okinawa Shima or Great Loochoo Island by Mr. 
P. A. Holst, and kindly presented by that gentleman. Mr. 
Boulenger had determined these tortoises as being Spengler's 
terrapin (Nicoria spengleri). - Mr. 0. Thomas exhibited and 
made remarks on a rare antelope (Nanotragus !ivi11g<tonianus) 
from Northern Zululand.-Dr. Forsyth-Major exhibited and 
made remarks on a tooth of Orycteropus from the V pper Miocene 
of Maragha, Persia, which he referred to 0. gaudryi, of the 
Upper Miocene of Samos. Drawings of the remains of the 
latter were exhibited, as well a' a photograph of a femur of a 
struthious bird from 1he same deposit in Samos. The habitats 
of Strut!tio and Oryderopus were thus shown to have been 
essentially identical 10 past times, as in the present. Therefore 
the general conclusions to be drawn from their geographical 
distribution would apply equally to both.-Mr. Oldfield Thomas 
made some suggestions for the more definite use of the word 
• • type" and its compounds, as denoting specimens of a greater or 
less degree of authenticity.-1\Ir. P. L. Sclater, F.R.S., pointed 
out the characters of a new African monkey of the genus 
Cercopi!hectu; and took the opportunity of giving a list of the 
species of this genus known to him, altogether 31 in number, 
together with remarks on thei r exact localities. - Prof. F. 
Jeffrey Rell read a paper on Odontaster and the allied and 
synonymous genera of the Asteroirlea.-Mr. A. D. Michael read 
a paper upon a new species (and genus) of Acarus found in 
Cornwall. The creature in question, which it was proposed to 
call Letttttugula algivorans, was found in some quantity on a 
green alga (C!adoplwrafracta) ncar the Land 's End. It was 
a minnie creature bdonging to the family Tyroglyphiu::e, the 
remarkable feature about it being that, whereas the two hind 
pairs of legs were terminated by a hard and powerful single 
claw (which claw sprang from the end of the tarslls), the two 
front pairs bad the tarsus itself hardened and curved strongly 
downward, forming clinging- and walking-organs ; while from 
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the side of the tarsus sprang a long peduncle, flexible in all 
directions at the will of the creature, and bearing an exceedingly 
minute claw. This apparatus was not used in climbing, but 
had become wholly tactile. Such an arrangement was previously 
unknown in the 1\.carina.-Prof. Howes described some abnor
mal vertebr<e of certain Ranidre (Rana catesbiana, R. escu!enta, 
and R. macrodtm) in which the so-called "atlas'' possessed 
transverse processes and trans-atlanta! nerves, Prof. Howes 
ri iscussed the bearings of these specimens on the morphology of 
the parts, deducing the argument that the first vertebra of the 
Amphibia is probably to be regarded a< a representative of at 
leas t two vertebrre, of which the formative blastema has become 
merged in the occiput in the Amniota. The author also 
a stage in the deyelopment of the urostyle of Pe!obates, and 
showed that, in this Batrachian, there is a provisional inversion 
in the order of development of the parts of the urostyle and 
precoccyg-eal vertebra:. He also described a reduced hind limb 
of Salamandra macu!osa, in which the reduc•ion and fusion of 
the parts remaining realised the condition normal for the Urodele 
limb with numerically reduced digits. 

Royal Meteorological Society, March rs.-Dr. C. Thea. 
dore Williams, President, in the chair.-Mr. Shelford Bidwell, 
F.R.S., delivered a lecture on some meteorological prob
lems, whicl1 was illustrated with numerous and 
experiments. The lecturer said that one of the oldest and still 
unsolved problems of meteorology relates to the origin of atmo
spheric electricity. Many possible sources have been suggested, 
among them being the evaporation of water and the friction of 
dust-laden air against the earth's surface. Having granted some 
sufficient source of electrification, Mr. Bidwell said that it is 
not dilncult to account for the ordinary phenomena of thunder
storms. Photography has shown that the lightning Rash of the 
artists, formed of a number of perfectly straight lines arranged 
in a zig .. zag, has no resemblance to anything in nature. The 
normal or typical flash is like the ordinary spark discharge of 
an electrical machine, it follows a sinuous course, strikingly simi
lar to that of a river as shown upon a map. The several varia
tions from the normal type all have their counterparts in the 
forms taken by the machine spark under different conditions, 
and 1 he known properties of these artificial discharges may be 
assumed to afford some indication as to the nature of the cor
responding natural flashes. Thus, for example, the ramified or 
branched flash, from which no doubt the dreaded "fork light
ning" derives its name, is probably one of the most harmless 
forms of discharge. Ever since the time of Franklin it has been 
customary to employ lightning rods for the protection of import
ant buildings. According to Dr. Oliver Lodge these are of no use 
in the case of an "impulsive rush" discharge, which, however, is 
of comparatively rare occurrence. Lightnmg conductors, how
ever well constructed , cannot there fore be depended upon to 
afford perfect immunity from risk. Mr. Pre<cce is of opinion that 
the "impulsive rush," though easily producible in the laboratory, 
never occurs in nature. Mr. Bidwell made some remarks as to 
the duration of a lightning flash and the causes of its proverbial 
quiver, and suggested an explanation of the characteristic dark
ness of thunder clouds, and of 1he large rain-drops which fall 
during a thunder shower. The lecturer concluded with some 
observations concerning the prol.table cause of sunset colours, 
which he attributed to the presence of minute particles of dust 
in the air. 

OXFORD. 

University Junior Scientific Club, March 1.-Thc 
President in the chair.-Mr. C. H. H. Walker exhibited 
some componnds of the rare metals from the collection of the 
la te Duke of Marlborough, which had been presented to the 
University by the Duchess.- Among the papers read was one 
by Dr. Leonard Hill on cortical localisation. 

March ro. - The President in the chair.-Adjourned discussion 
on Dr. L. E. Hill's paper on cortical localisation, 

CAMBRIDGE, 

Philosophical Society, February 27.-Prof. T. McK. 
Hughes, President, in the chair. - The following communica
tions were made to the Society : - On the histology of the 
blood of rabbits which have been rendered immune to anthrax, 
by Lim Boon Keng. The research was conducted in the patho
logical laboratory of the University. The rabbits were rendered 
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immune to anthrax by inoculation with the lymph and blood of 
frogs which hod been subjected to various treatment. Previous 
observers had succeeded in conferring immunity with the use of 
similar substances. The object of the investigation, however, 
was to a.certain the changes in the character and relative number 
of the white cells of the blood after protective vaccination and 
after the introrluction of virulent anthrax. From four to several 
hours after the injection of the vaccine a great increase in the 
number of the white cells is noticeable ; and the most remark
able feature is the augmentation in number of the coarsely 
granular (eosinophile) corpuscles. The relative proportion in 
the numbers of the different varieties of cells is therefore altered, 
so that instead of forming only from 2 to 4 per cent. of the total 
number of white cells, the eosinophile corpuscles now constitute 
about IO to 25 per cent. This increase persists only a short time, 
and on the third day the cells may have returned to a normal 
condition ; and at this stage hyaline cells ingesting granular cells 
may be detected in numbers in certain localities. Although the 
blood has thus apparently returned to the normal condition, it 
is found that the state of eosinophile leucocytosis is rapidly 
reproduced on the introduction of virulent anthrax. After 
inoculation with a virulent culture of the microbes, the eosino
phile cells appear in great numbers, so that they may form 50 
per cent. of the white corpu>cles, and in one instance an even 
higher percentage was found. These cells are not only increased 
in number but are also larger and have larger granules. Similar 
changes were observed in guinea pigs rendered immune by Dr. 
Haffkine to the common bacillus. In non-vaccinated rabbits 
the introduction of anthrax causes profound leucocytosis, but the 
cells are all very small and the eosinophile corpuscles are only 
slightly increa<ed in number. General infection occurs in 36 to 
48 hou•s. rapidly followed by dearh.-On numerical variation in 

in illustration of a principle of symmetry, by Mr. W. 
Bateson. An acc.>unt was given of cases of variation in number 
of digits so occurring that the parts are symmetrical about a new 
axis in the limb. Of these the phenomena seen in the bones of 
a number of polydactyle cats were chiefly important. The nor
mal hind foot of the cat has four toes, each bearing a claw retracted 
by an elastic ligament to a notch on the external side of the 
second phalanx. This circumstance differentia• es digits formed 
as lefts from those formed as rights. As extra digits are added 
on the internal side of the limb the symmetry changes. The 
limb being taken as a right, the variations seen are a< follows : 
(I) Hallux present. making five digits: in<iex is then intermediate 
bet1veen right and lejt. (2) Six digits present, internal having 
two vhalanges: the three external digits are then normal rights, 
t/u next two are formed as lifts; the internal, having a non· 
retractile claw, is indifferent. (3) Six: digits present, internal 
having three fully-formed phalanges and rectractile claw : 
the three externals are then normal rtghts, and the three 
internals are formed as left thus forming two groups in 
bilateral symmetry about an axis passing between the digits 
having the relations of index and medius. Several cases of 
"double hand" in Man form a similar progressive series, and 
analogous facts in other animals were instanced. 

PARIS, 

Academy of Sciences, March I3 .-M. Lcewy in the chair. 
-On :he true theory of waterspouts and tornadoes, with special 
reference to that of Lawrence, Massachusetts, by M. H. Faye. 
The tornado which the town of Lawrence on _Tuly 26, 
189i, was observed to de-cend to the earth and reascend four 
times during its passage over a tract of country seventeen miles 
long. Alter each temporary ascent ·to the cloLtds no effect was 
produced on the land just below. This fact tends to confirm M. 
Faye's theory, accordmg to which tornadoes, watersp<;>uts, and 
cyclones have their origin not in hot convection currents from 
the soil, but in di,turbances in the higher strata of the 
atmosphere. The observed cases of upward suction of heavy 
objects are explained as effects of the reflection of downward 
current.s by the s<;>il -On an electric furnace, by MM. Henri 
Moissan a11d jules Violle (see "Notes").-The JJancreas 
and the nervous centres controlling the glycemic func· 
tion ; ex perimeuts tending to exhibit the parts played by 
each of these agents respectively in the formation ,,f gly-:•>Se 
by the liver, by M \1. A. Chauveau and M. Kaufm t>TU.

Description of a new species of btlateral Holothuria ( Georisia 
ornata), by M. E·lm md I'<Orrt<Or.-On the o 'Hervatton of the 
shadows of Jupiter's satellttes, by M. J. J. Lauderer.-On the 
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formulre for annual aberration, by l\1. Gaillot.-On the 
transcendentals defined by the differential equations of the second 
order, by M. Paul Painleve.-A theorem of infinitesimal 
geometry, . by M. G. Kcenigs.-New semicircular interference 
fringes, by M. G. Meslin.-Photography of certain phenomena 
furnished by combinations of gratings, by M. Izarn. On placing 
a lens with large radius of curvature upon a grating, broad rings, 
concentric with the Newton's rings observed at the same time, 
were seen and fixed photographically by means of a layer of 
sensitised gelatine poured over the lens. On placing one 
photographic copy of a grating upon another of the same 
grating, a series of more or less rectilinear fringes was observed, 
running on the whole transversely to the rulings. A similar 
phenomenon is described by Brewster in the Philosophical 
Ma,Razine of I856.- Photographic properties of cerium salts, hy 
MM. Auguste and Louis Lumii-re. Cerium gives rise to two 
principal types of salts, cerous and eerie. The former are very 
stable, the latter are easily reduced, the organic salts heing so 
easily reduced that they cannot be isolated. The best 
photographic results were obtained with eerie sulphate an<l 
nitrate. Paper was soaked in aqueous solutions of these 
salts and exposed to light under a transparency obtained from a 
negative. Where the light penetrated, the eerie salt was re
duced and the paper changed colour. The image was developed 
by treating with some carbon compound of the aromatic series, 
forming an insoluble pigment with the' unreduced eerie salt, and 
fixed by washing. In an acid solution the prints turned grey 
with phenol, green with aniline salts and orthotoluidine, brown 
with amidobenzoic acid, &c. The eerie salts are considerably 
more sensitive than the corresponding ferric and manganic 
salts.-lntense and rapid heating process by means of the 
electric current, by MM. Lagrange and Hoho. A bar of steel 
I em. thick formed one electrode of a strong current pa'8ing 
through an electrolyte. The other electrode had a large surface. 
The heating was so rapid that, on breaking the current, the 
liquid suddenly cooling the bar was found to have imparted a 
brittle structure only to a superficial layer, the re>t not having 
been heated (see also the Bulletin of the Belgian Academy). 
-On metallic osmium, by MM. A. Joly and M. Vezes (see 
"Notes ").-Researches on thallium; redetermination of its 
atomic weight, hy M. Ch. Lepierre.-·On the fluorides of zinc 
and cadmium, by M. Poulenc.-Quantitative determination of 
mercury in dilute solutions of sublimate, by M. Le J Vignon.
Alkaline polyphenolic phenates, by M. de Forcrand.-Isomerism 
of the amido·benzoic acids, by M. Oechsner de Coninck.
Action of carbonic oxide upon reduced hrematine and upon 
hremochromogen, by MM. H. Bertin-Sans and J. Moitessier.
The toxic substance which produces tetanus results from the 
action of a soluble ferment produced by Nicola·ier's bacillus, by 
MM. J. Courmontand H. Ooyon.-Action of cold on visceral 
circulation, by M. E. Wertheimer.-On the affinities of the 
genus Oreosoma, Cuvier, by M. Le.)n Vaillant.-On a new 
mineral species from Bamle, Norway, by M. Leopold MicheL
On a chloritoid schist of the Carpathians, by MM. L. Duparc 
and L. Mrazec. 

BERLIN. 

Physical Society, February ro.-Prof. du Bois Reymond, 
President, in the chair.-Dr. Raps e•hibited and explained a 
photogra 1ohic registration-apparatus which he had constructed, 
primarily ·for the purpose of obtaining a permanent record of the 
readings of the voltmeter at central eleclo'ic stations, hut which 
could also be nsed for meteorological and ph)sical purposes. The 
principle of the instrument is as follows. Parallel rays from an 
incande;cent lam pare made to fall on a narrow slit in front of which 
is the recording needle of the voltmeter or other instrument. The 
shadow of this neerlle then causes a white break in the dark image 
of the slit as cast on to sensitised paper. The paper is moved 
forward IJy clockwork, and the hour intervals are simultaneously 
printed on it by mean,; of a rotating g.lass disc. The apparatus 
is arranged so as not to necessitate any dark chamber for its 
use, or for the manipulation of the sensitised paper. Prof. 
Kunclt exhibited as lantern pictures two photograph, of spectra, 
of which one showed very marked col •urs from the red to the 
violet end, a nd a photogtaph of some . green twigs with red 
berries on them, The three photographs harl heen taken l,y 
LipJ.lmann in Paris, and sent to l'ruf. von Helmholtz. Prof. 
Kundt then gave an account of some experiments carrierl on in 
hts laboratory on the iulluence of tciT'perature on electromagnetic 
rotation of light in iron, cobalt, and nickel. Trustworthy results 
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;;ould only be obtained with nickel owing to the oxidation of 
the thin films of iron and colnlt at high temperatures (300°). 
\Vith nickel a rise of lemperatnre pro'luced at first no change in 
the rotation, bnt above 300° a sudden diminution was observed 
which rapidly became progressively greater; relationship of 
the diminution of rotation to the increase of temperature wa< 
the same as for the magnetic susceptibility of the metal. 

February 24.-Prof. Schwalbe, President, in the chair. 
·-Dr. Raps demonstrated his latest and mmt improved form 
of automatic gas-pump for blood-ga' analysis. Dr. Richarz 
developer!, in accordance with the kinetic theory of gases, 
and under certain assumptions as to the c0nstitution of 
solid bodies, the for the law of Dulong and Petit. 
The furnished an explanation of the divergence from 
this Jaw which is exhibited by certain elements. Dr. Gross 
·spoke on the laws of energy, proceeding with his criticism of 
Clausius's views, stating that he regarded Clausius's second law 
as unproved, and finally coming to the conclusion that entropy is 
constant. 

Physiological Society, February 17.-Prof. Zuntz, 
]>resident, in the chair.-Dr. von N oorden gave an account of 
four experiments on nutrition carried out under his direction on 
men. The first established the fact that nitrogenous waste, as 
in the case of diabetes, even when excess of proteid is given, 
can he most definitely lessened by the ingestion of large quanti· 
ties of carbohydrates. Fats cannot take the place of carbohydrates 
in the above. The second showed that when carbohydrates are 
given in increasing quantities over a prolonged. period to a 
person in nitrogenous and calorimetric equilibrium, they lead 
for the most part to a storage of fat (95 per cent.), and to a less 
extent of proteid (5 per cent.). The speaker expressed the 
opinion that thi' proteid is laid on in the living cell as a sort of 
nnn-living reserve proteid. The third set of experiments showed 
that when the food of a fat person is diminished down to the 
requirements of a seven- to ten-year-old child, then any increase 
of its proteid constituents leads to a storage of proteid with a 
simultaneously considerable loss of fat. Experi•nents on the 
Tespiratory interchange of the person experimented upon showed 
that the intake of oxygen had been reduced to a minimum and 
that the respiratory quotient was o·7. The last set of experi· 
ments, made on a gouty patient, showed that with a constant 
diet, the ratio of intake and output of nitrogen was very 
variable, at one time a large amount of nitrogen being retained 
in the hody while at another time much more nitrogen was 
excreted than was given with the food. 

AMSTERDAM, 

Royal Academy of Sciences, February 25.-Prof. vande 
Sande Bakhuyzen in the chair.-Mr. Weber read a paper on the 
origin of the mammalian hair. The author gave a rlsu11uf of 
his earlier researches on the scales of mammals, which led him 
to the hypothesis that the primitive mammals were covered with 
true scales. A weak point in this hypothesis was, that except 
Manis and the generally the tail alone is scaled. 
The author showed, however, that according to the researches 
of H. de Meyere, the arrangement of the hairs on scaleless skin 
of numerous mammals is the same as that in scaled parts. Both 
are placed in alternating groups. The author believed that 
primitive mammals were covered with scales, and that few and 
small hairs were placed behind them. On acquiring a constant 
temperature the hair coat got denser as a good protection from 
loss of heat. This was the cause of the reduction of the scales, 
and also mostly of their finalloss,-Mr. Lorentz dealt with the 
influence of the motion of the earth on the propagation of light 
in doubly refracting media. In the September meeting the 
author communicated a simple form for the equations which 
determine the of light in isotropic hodies, moving 
through the ret her with a constant velocity p, the itself 
being supposed to remain at rest. It is now shown how these 
formula: are to be modified in the case of a crystallised medium, 
and to what consequences they lead, as to the motion of light, 
relatively to the ponderable matter. The velocity of propagation 
of a my of light (to he distinguished from that of the waves) 

is found to be W = W 0 - l cos B, W 0 being the value for the 
n·! 

same direction and for p = o, 3 the angle between the my and 

the velocity p, V the velocity of light in vacuo, and n = Y_.
\V,, 
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The course of reflected and refmcted rays may he deduced from 

Huygens's principle or from the condition that ({£ must be a 

minimum (ds being a linear element). Owing ·to the above value 
of W, the motinn of the earth will neither affect the course of 
the rays nor the interference phenomena. In this way some 
experimental results of Ketteler (Astronomische Undulations· 
theorie, pp. 151-173, Fogg. Attn Bd. 147}, and Mascart (Ann. 
de !'Ecole nonnale, 2" serte, t. i. pp. 191-196} may be explained. 
-Mr. Kamerlingh Onnes gave the results of measurements of 
Dr. Zeeman on the dispersion of Sissingb's magneto-optic differ
ence of phase in Kerr's phen0menon. The dispersion is contrary 
to the theory of Drude.-He described further a new entoptical 
phenomenon found by Dr. Zeeman in sighting a split, and com
municated the results of the measurements of Dr. de Vries on 
the variation of the ascension of capillary tuhes for aether with 
the temperature from - 102°C, to the critical temperature 193°·6. 
The surface work plotted in function of temperature gives a 
curve turning the convex side to the axis of temperature and 
ending tangentially to it. 
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